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DETAILED ACTION

1 . The text of those sections of Title 35, U.S. Code not included in this action can

be found in a prior Office action.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. Claims 1, 4, 8, and 12-17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Marcus et al. (U.S. Patent 6,236,716) in view of Caveney (U.S.

Patent 5,953,401).

Regarding claim 1, Marcus et al. teach a single phone number serves as the

main number for the organization and most calls are received on the main number.

When a main number is dialed, the call is routed to a call greeting system which

provides the caller with a menu ("a set of options"), the menu providing a plurality of

destination options, for example, a first destination is a home location ("a particular

extension"), a second or a third destination location other than the resident ("a particular

department" which would be located in the same or different building) (col. 1 , lines 35-

41 ), or a second destination option for a first member of the family at his or her office

which is other than the residence, and a third destination option for a second family

member of the family at his or her car which is other than the residence; receiving a first

selection of one of the destination options in the telephone call and routing the call to a

telephone corresponding to the first selection (col. 1, lines 41-45). Marcus et al. further

teach the call is routed to another destination or voice mail (i.e. Verizon voice mail

services) depending upon selection by the caller (col. 1, lines 45-48).
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However, Marcus et al. do not teach detecting an originating dual-tone multi-

frequency (DTMF) trigger in the telephone call; interrupting the telephone call to the first

telephone number; receiving a second selection of one of the destination options in the

telephone call; and routing the telephone call to a second telephone number

corresponding to the second selection.

Caveney teaches a call processor for use with a telephone switching system for

allowing an incoming caller to complete the call to an internal destination without

operator assistance and without receiving a generated voice message wherein

detecting a DTMF trigger in the telephone call after the detecting; receiving a second

selection of one of the destination options and routing the telephone call to the desired

selection (col. 4, lines 29-34).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to incorporate the features of detecting an originating dual-tone

multi-frequency (DTMF) trigger in the telephone call; interrupting the telephone call to

the first telephone number; receiving a second selection of one of the destination

options in the telephone call; and routing the telephone call to a second telephone

number corresponding to the second selection, as taught by Caveney, in Marcus's

system in order to allow the caller upon completion of his discussion with a particular

extension or upon receiving a busy signal to be able to dial other extension without

losing the line. For example, the caller would have a chance to interrupt the telephone

call to the first telephone number and select another destination without having to hang

up and re-dialing the number again.
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Regarding claims 4. 8, and 12, Marcus et al. do not teach providing at least a

portion of the menu in the telephone call after the detecting an originating DTMF trigger

in the telephone call. Providing a portion of the menu in the telephone call after

detecting an originating DTMF trigger in the telephone call is well known and the

advantage of using it is also well known. For example, when a caller redials a number

or invokes a DTMF trigger to provide a new dial tone, then the caller would be

connected to a VRU that plays greeting and menu options for the caller again.

Regarding claim 13, Marcus et al. teach a caller line identification (CLID) of the

caller is used for validation (col. 10, lines 20-23) reads on claimed "receiving a personal

identification number in the telephone call".

Regarding claim 14, Marcus et al. teach the telephone call to a single phone

number serves as the main number (col. 1 , lines 35-36), the single or main number

would be a toll-free number that reads on claimed "the telephone call is initially placed

to a toll-free number".

Regarding claims 15-17, Marcus et al. teach a call parking and paging system

within a PBX couples to the public switched telephone network (Fig. 1C, ID, and col. 5,

line 49 through col. 6, line 18) reads on claim "the telephone network element is part of

a public switched telephone network".

3. Claims 2, 3, 5- 7, and 9-1 1 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Marcus et al. (U.S. Patent 6,236,716) in view of Caveney (U.S.

Patent 5,953,401) and further in view of Bannister (U.S. Patent 5,668,862).
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Regarding claims 2, 6, and 10, Marcus et al. teach a call greeting system which

provides the caller with a set of options to select a particular extension or a particular

department.

However, Marcus et al. do not explicitly suggest the fourth destination for the first

member of the family at a third location other than the residence, the first, and the

second locations.

Bannister et al. teach the fourth destination for the first member of the family at a

third location other than the residence, the first, and the second locations (Fig. 2A,

"social club 204").

It would have been obvious that the "voice mail" extension and "other destination"

or other destinations taught by Marcus (col. 1 , lines 46-47) would read on a second

destination, a third destination, a fourth destination, etc. For example, a second

destination option for a first member of the family at his or her office which is other than

the residence, and a third destination option for a second family member of the family at

his or her car which is other than the residence, etc.

Regarding claims 3, 7, and 11, Bannister teaches the second destination option

is for a mobile telephone (Fig. 2A, "cellular 201").

Claim 5 is rejected for the same reasons as discussed above with respect to

claim 1 . Furthermore, Bannister teaches a telephone network element having service

logic ("service node 10") interacts with the host switch 1 1 , voice mail 21 , and application

processor 22.
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Claim 9 is rejected for the same reasons as discussed above with respect to

claim 1 . Furthermore, Bannister teaches a computer readable medium having

computer readable data (Fig. 1B, application processor 22 in service node 10).

Response to Arguments

4. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-17 have been considered but are

not persuasive. Applicant's arguments are addressed in the above claims rejection.

Applicant argues that both Marcus and Caveney teach telecommunications

systems that are limited to routing calls within an internal telecommunications system

locate on a single premises, and do not teach providing a menu within a telephone call

to connect the caller to a plurality of external destinations such as a family residence, a

first and second locations other than the family residence. Examiner respectfully

disagrees. Again, as mentioned in the above claims rejection that Marcus et al. teach a

call greeting system which provides the caller with a menu ("a set of options"), the menu

providing a plurality of destination options, for example, a first destination is a home

location ("a particular extension"), a second or a third destination location other than the

resident ("a particular department" which would be located in the same or different

building) (col. 1, lines 35-41), or a second destination option for a first member of the

family at his or her office which is other than the residence, and a third destination

option for a second family member of the family at his or her car which is other than the

residence; receiving a first selection of one of the destination options in the telephone

call and routing the call to a telephone corresponding to the first selection (col. 1, lines

41-45). Caveney teaches a call processor for use with a telephone switching system for
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allowing an incoming caller to complete the call to an internal destination without

operator assistance and without receiving a generated voice message wherein

detecting a DTMF trigger in the telephone call after the detecting; receiving a second

selection of one of the destination options and routing the telephone call to the desired

selection (coL 4, lines 29-34). The combination of the two references teaches the

claims invention.

Conclusion

5. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action.

6. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Quynh H. Nguyen whose telephone number is 703-305-
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5451. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Thursday from 6:30 A.M. to

5:00 P.M.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ahmad Matar, can be reached on (703) 305-4731 . The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is 703-305-

4700.

qhn

Quynh H. Nguyen
November 24, 2004

BENNYTIEU
PRIMARY EXAMIMFR


